May
Commencement
Exercises

University Commencement Ceremony

Greensboro Coliseum
Greensboro, North Carolina

Ten O’Clock
Friday Morning, May 3
Two Thousand Twenty Four

The University of North Carolina
at Greensboro
Audience: Please remain seated during the processional.

** Processional ................................................................. The Commencement Brass
Jonathan Caldwell, Conductor

Faculty Marshal and Mace Bearers ............................. Laurie Kennedy-Malone
Professor, School of Nursing
Michael Hemphill,
Assistant Professor, Department of Kinesiology

*The Star-Spangled Banner* ........................................................... Michael Adams
Audience Participation with the Commencement Brass and Soloist
Lyrics may be found on page 6.

Greetings from the Faculty
and Introduction of the Chancellor................................. Tami Draves
Chair, Faculty Senate, and Professor,
School of Music

Welcome .............................................................................. Franklin D. Gilliam, Jr.
Chancellor

Greetings from The University of North Carolina
and Presentation of the Board of Governors
Teaching Excellence Award..........................................................
................................................................. Board of Governors Representative, Dr. Pearl Burris-Floyd

Eric Willie, Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics

Greetings from the Class of 2024 ....................................... Abby Barley
Speaker for the May Class

Authorization for the Conferring of Degrees..................... George Hoyle
Chair, UNCG Board of Trustees

Conferring of Degrees.......................................................... Franklin D. Gilliam, Jr.

Presentation of Undergraduate Degree Candidates............... Alan Boyette
Senior Vice Provost

Baccalaureate Degrees......................................................... Academic Deans

for the College of Arts and Sciences ................................. Amy Adamson
for the Joseph M. Bryan School of Business and Economics .......... McRae C. Banks
for the School of Education...................................................... Randall D. Penfield
for the School of Health and Human Sciences.......................... Joi Bulls
for the School of Nursing......................................................... Debra J. Barksdale
for the College of Visual and Performing Arts ......................... bruce d. mcclung

* Audience Standing
** Audience Seated
Commencement Ceremony
Program

Tassel Turning Ceremony................................................................. Awa Mbai
Representative for the May Class

Special Recognitions....................................................................... Alan Boyette

Concluding Remarks................................................................. Franklin D. Gilliam, Jr.

* “The University Song” ...................................................... Laura Weill Cone and W.A. White
Audience Participation with
The Commencement Brass and Soloist
Lyrics may be found on page 6.

*Ringing of the University Bell................................. Gayle Currie, from the Class of 1974
and Greta Doedderlein, for the Class of 2024

**Recessional............................................................................. The Commencement Brass
Jonathan Caldwell, Conductor

Audience: Please remain seated until faculty and graduates have exited the arena.

Also Assisting in Today’s Ceremony:

Interpreters for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing ............ AmyRuth McGraw, Latoya Jordan
Graduating Interpreters for the National Anthem and the Alma Mater........ Zoe Ponce and
Allison Wilder
Reader................................................................................. Dr. Andrew Hamilton

* Audience Standing
** Audience Seated
The University of North Carolina at Greensboro was established by legislative enactment on February 18, 1891, and opened its doors on October 5, 1892.

The institution came into being as a direct result of the efforts of Dr. Charles Duncan McIver on behalf of the education of women. To Dr. McIver, more than any other individual, the university owes its foundation. He became its first president and served until his death in 1906.

Since its founding, the institution’s name has been changed several times: 1891–1919—State Normal and Industrial College; 1919–1932—North Carolina College for Women; 1932–1963—the Woman’s College of the University of North Carolina. In the 1963 General Assembly the name was changed to the University of North Carolina at Greensboro and by the same Act the institution became co-educational. In the fall of 1964 the first class of male students was admitted. In 1972 the General Assembly in special session merged all state-supported institutions of higher education into the University of North Carolina without changing the names of each campus. Thus, the University of North Carolina at Greensboro is a member of the 17-campus university.

From a student body of 223 and a faculty of 15 in 1892, the University of North Carolina at Greensboro has grown to a student body of nearly 18,000 students and over 2,800 faculty.

The University of North Carolina at Greensboro includes the following academic units: College of Arts and Sciences, Joseph M. Bryan School of Business and Economics, School of Education, School of Health and Human Sciences, Interdisciplinary College, Lloyd International Honors College, Joint School of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, School of Nursing, and College of Visual and Performing Arts. With a 17:1 student-to-faculty ratio, the University offers more than 150 areas of undergraduate study and more than 200 master’s and doctoral programs.

The Processional

The procession is led by the Faculty Marshal and Mace Bearer and the academic banner bearers. The Assistant Chief Marshals enter next, leading the platform party, which includes the Chancellor; representatives of the Board of Trustees, the Alumni Association, and The University of North Carolina; the Commencement address speaker; the officers of the university; the bell ringers; the class speaker; the tassel turner, and the Chief Marshal. Graduating candidates enter next, followed by the faculty.

The Mace

The Mace is a ceremonial insignia of the university in a tradition that dates back to antiquity. Hand-chased in sterling silver, it bears academic motifs depicting the history of the institution and is carried by the Faculty Marshal on official occasions. The Mace of the University of North Carolina at Greensboro was presented by the Class of 1926 to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of its graduation and the bicentennial of the nation. It was first carried at Commencement in 1978.
The Faculty Marshal

The Faculty Senate of the University of North Carolina at Greensboro adopted on November 3, 1999 a policy for appointing the Faculty Marshal. The Chancellor appoints the Faculty Marshal from among three nominees recommended by the Faculty Senate leadership (Chair, Chair-Elect, Secretary). The Faculty Marshal is a respected senior member of the faculty who has a consistent and continuous record of excellent teaching, scholarly achievements, and service to the university. Years in rank as Professor and years of employment at UNCG are considered. The term of appointment for a Faculty Marshal is five years. Duties include leading the academic procession during university ceremonies, carrying the university Mace, and membership in the Commencement Committee, which plans Commencement.

The Chain-of-Office

The Chain-of-Office is worn by the Chancellor of the university on occasions when the Mace is carried. The ceremonial medallion, hand-chased in sterling silver, bears the seal of the university, and indicates that the Chancellor is the temporary embodiment of the authority vested in the institution. The Chain-of-Office of the University of North Carolina at Greensboro was presented by the Class of 1929 on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of its graduation and was worn by the Chancellor for the first time at the 1979 Commencement.

The Class of 1940 chose to complete the original design of the Chain-of-Office on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of its graduation. Each link of the sterling silver neck chain is an individually cast laurel leaf. The medallion clasp, also in sterling silver, bears the Great Seal of the State of North Carolina. The completed Chain-of-Office was worn by the Chancellor for the first time at the 1990 Commencement.

The University Flag

As the university has evolved from the State Normal and Industrial School in 1891 to UNC Greensboro today, so has the University Flag. The flag bears the traditional colors of gold and white, which were first used in the Commencement ceremony of 1894, as well as navy, which was added as the third color in 1987. In 2018, the university completed a brand refresh with updates to its colors including new shades of navy and gold as well as adopting a fourth color, grey. In 2020, a revision of the University Flag was completed to include official university colors. The December 2020 Commencement marks the debut of this new flag. The University Seal, depicting the likeness of Minerva, appears on both sides of the flag.

The Academic Banners

The Academic Banners represent the constituent parts of the University of North Carolina at Greensboro: the Graduate School, the College of Arts and Sciences, and the six professional schools—the Joseph M. Bryan School of Business and Economics, the School of Education, the School of Health and Human Sciences, the Joint School of Nanoscience and Nanoengineering, the School of Nursing, and the College of Visual and Performing Arts. The designs are unique to this university; the colors have historical association with the respective academic disciplines. The banners are a memorial to Marguerite Norman Felton, teacher of chemistry at the university from 1956 to 1979.

Over the years, several generations of college and school banners have existed. The current banners made their Commencement debut at the May 2010 ceremony.
The History of the University Bell

Following the benediction, the University Bell will ring in honor of the Graduates. The University Bell sounded the opening of the State Normal and Industrial College (now UNC Greensboro) on October 5, 1892. For forty years—until electric bells were installed—it marked the significant moments of the day. The University Bell hung from a belfry in the Anniversary Plaza from 1967 until 1987 when it was removed for the purpose of restoration. The Class of 1940, in celebration of the 50th anniversary of its graduation, commissioned the restoration of the University Bell.

University Marshals

The Banner Bearers and escorts for all lines of march during Commencement are provided by the University Marshals, an academic honorary organization composed of full-time undergraduate students with academic averages of 3.65 or greater. These students may be recognized by the gold sashes that they wear during the ceremonies.

Academic Regalia

Academic costumes seem to have originated at the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge over 650 years ago. The colors of the University of North Carolina at Greensboro are gold, white, and blue, with gold and white used in the hood.

"The Star-Spangled Banner"

O say, can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hail’d at the twilight’s last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars,
thro’ the perilous fight,
O’er the ramparts we watch’d,
were so gallantly streaming?

And the rockets’ red glare,
the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro’ the night that our flag was still there.
O say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?

"The University Song"

The Alma Mater

We raise our voices, let them swell
In a chorus loud and strong;
The rolling hills send back the sound
Of our triumphant song.
For in one great unbroken band
With loyal hearts and true,
Your sons and daughters stand and sing
University, to you.
1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.

Baccalaureate Degrees
College of Arts and Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Isabella Leah Achtelstetter
Jamira Kathleen Adams
Kalela Renell Adams
Jaela Aaliyah Agee
Esbah Ahmed
Jason Marcus Alava
Brooks Makai Albright
Abigail Renee Alderman
Juan Angel Alejo
Jerron Ronald Alford Jr.
Ezed Ali
Adrian Dale Allen
Ashley Arlunya Allen
Torey Christopher Allen
Amy Brenette Alston
Lauryn Britney Anderson
Liana Airelle Anderson-Slade
Felipe Andrade-Vega
Chelsea Videl Aragon Resendiz
Samantha M. Arend
Elaina Rose Atkins
Makiah Shonice Atwater
Laura Frances Auman
Bryson W. Autry
Moniya Tyreesia Bagley
Emily Grey Bailey
Ryan Fletcher Balcom
Marley Jahan Barberio-Knight
Brequisia Jynanai Barrett
Abigail Corrine Baum
Adriana Leann Baysinger
Sarah Elizabeth Beers
Kylee Shawn Beliveau
Janae Dionne Bell
Lena Berry
Melinda A. Berry
Christian M. Best
Tatyana Mercedes Best
Tatiana Lorenna Bitting
Colby Ania Black
Jennifer Opal Ann Blake
Jacquay Kameron Bland Jr.
Nicole C. Blandon Ramirez
Elmedina Dina Blazevic
Charisse Nicole Blyden
Shecaniah Shemuel Bolton
Lydia Denise Bond
Cameron Clayton Boone
Daniel Scott Borger
Jeremiah Ndongo Boronse
Nicholas Edwin Bowyer
Bailey Elaine Boyett
Michael Wesley Britt
Amiyah Tina Brown
Ashanti Chadae Brown
Eboni Tilease Brown
Kennedy A. Brown
Mykaila Kamea Brown
Makalah Janelle Brownridge
Jack Elliott Bruce
Chelsea Deanna Bruton
Alexander Lee Buchanan
Cameron T. Burke
Jay Smith Burkhorder
Nathaniel Thomas Burton
Gregory Butler
Alyiah Byerly
McKenna Elizabeth Byrnes
Daisy Evelyn Canar
Jessica Lynn Cannon
Taniyah MyAngel Cannon
Logan Samuel-Grant Carr
Michelle M. Carrillo Corujo
Destinee Aliese Carter
Monica Yvonne Carter
Sydney Carter
Tony Lynn Carter
Joanna Lucia Castillo
Mya Nicole Castillo
Lisamarie Maratita Castro
Vanessa Rae Chacon
Zoie Imani Chambers
Sabrina Rae Chandler
William Gabriel Chang
Tyana Lanaye Cheeks-Huntley
Boris James Clark
Devin Jamal Clark
Nina-Simone Clark
Carrietta Mae Classen
Lydia G. Cleverger
James Matthew Coe
Maggie Kathryn Collins
James Alan Cone
Katelyn May Connors
Chakra Marcesa Cook
Charity Zhyna Conyers-Coooper
Amari Lachelle Cooper
Courtney Tané Corriher
Caitlyn Frances Crabtree
Maura Lacy Crenshaw
Devon Allyn Cresanto
Kristen Danielle Cromwell
Elisabeth Cruz
Johnathan Paul Cruz
Brian David Cruz Hernandez
Maleigha Raie Curlee
Cathryn Josephine Curran
Jenna Marie Cuthbertson
Jay Whittaker Darden
Kaylyn Drummond Darling
Christian A. Davis
Andria Michelle Davis
Ella Taryn Davis
Janae D. Davis
Mary Lethan Davis
Samantha Niara Davis
Mahogany Rae Daye
Peter Asher de la Torre
Gracie Caroline Deal
Brandon Demery
Elise M.D Moore
Nancy Lee Alice Dennis
Alahna Delaney Ann Dickson
Thomas Edward Dill Jr.
Iyah K. Dixon
Itzet Dominguez Marin
Meet Gaurang Doshi
Rachel Bess Dove
Camille Lynn Dunkirk
Lillian Nicole Dunlap
Leah Elaine Eichborn
Angela Ashraf Elgawli
Maderlin Tishele English
Kayla M. Enoch
Isabella Min-Xian Enscore
Maggie Love Estes
Imani Danielle Ethridge
Jonah Caleb Evans
Kyle Kennedy Farrell
A’Va Renee Farrier
Timea M. Fauckett
Tela Itali Renee Faulkner
Jacob Thomas Ference
Maegan Deana Ferguson
Giovanni Carlo Finazzo
Lanya Denita Fletcher
Bryanna LaShae’ Foster
Jasmine Shree’ Fox
Xavier-Marcellus J. Freeman
Sela Grace Frutuozo
Gerson Eliezar Fuentes Romero
Shalia Imani Fuentes-Matthews
Emily Rose Fuller
Nydra Treasure Furr
Thomas H. Gaillard Jr.
Faith J. Galloway
Morrighan Louise Gammons
Kelsei Michelle Gann
Tarrah Irene Gann
Naomi Nicole Garcia
Racheal Elizabeth Garcia
Jay Saunders Garner
Cierra Marie Garrett
Asra Ali Gasem
Madison-Leigh Belle Gentle
Shane Patrick Gentle
Aliyah Janae Gibbs
Brian Scott Gibson
1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.

Baccalaureate Degrees
Bachelor of Arts

Jaylon Bryant Gibson
Paxton Kira Gildard
Chase Jayvon Gilmore
Caleb L. Ginn
Hannah Dorothy Gira
'Gabrianna Gladhart
Veronica Diane Lalae Glover
Heriberto Godinez Ulloa
Lillian Ruth Godsey
Michael Scott Godsey
Olivia-Michelle S. Goldsmith
Brianne C. Gomez
Leah T. Goncalves
Alexus Maricruz Gonzales
Kimberly Nicole Gonzales
Giovani Gonzalez
Dominique Gould
Asha Camille Gowen
Makeana Abeni Grant
Kiara Lorraine Graves
Desiree Paige Gray
Joshua Jamal Gray
Amauri Green
Mary Katherine Green
Alejandro Guillen-Cerrato
Jailyn Angelica Haddock
Brynn Hadley
Kamden Blake Haithcock
Dawson Spencer Haley
Cameron Hall
Rayven Samoyne Hall
Tiffany Trull Hall
Ainsley Lin Hargis
Makenzie Renee Hargrove
Aleeah Marie Simone Harris
Mar’Nasia Harris
Nyeesia Rasjah Harris
Luke Randall Harrison
Nicholas Michael Haswell
Cayden D. Hattaway
Keenan Hawkins
Rachel Marie Hawks
Alya Najib Hawter
Sarah Anne Hedrick
Samantha Heidsick
Kara Elaine Henderson
Savannah Jayne Henderson
Elizabeth Hernandez-Gomez
Samantha M. Hernandez-Pujols
Karina Jasmin Jimenez
Monica Lee Webb Herron
John C. Hickey
Alyssa Renee Hill-Collins
Thomas Jordan Hinch
Anthony Nicholas Hines
Desmond T. Hines
Dominique Fifa Hinrichs
Joel Wilson Hodnett
Ashton Faith Hoggard
Aymirah Horton
Bethany Marie House
Tiana R. Howard
Jaliyah Catherine Marie Howell
Asta Huang
Alyssa Danielle Hudson
Randall James Hudson
Sara Michelle Hudson
Jayme Symone Huggins
Erica Leesheal Hughes
Caiya Apreis Huling
Cailyn Michelle Hunt
Allison K. Hunter
Christopher G. Hurley
Patrick Islip
Marcus Anthony Jackson
Mia Millicent Jackson
Zabaria Jahangir
Lizbeth James-Lopez
Franca Rakia Jalloh
Jessica Glyn Jaynes
Kaitlyn M. Jefferson
Ian Christopher Jenkins
Alexis Hillary Johnson
Brodrick Tarik Johnson
Miranda Emmony Johnson
Montel D. Johnson
Sarah Elizabeth Johnson
Stefani Elaine Johnson
Kayla Michele Johnston
Andria Raquel Jones
Bianna Annastasia Jones
Haven L. Jones
Jessica Amanda Jones
Lauren Michelle Jones
Shyrah Christina Jones
William Edward Jones
Tamara Camille Jones-Worden
Neyda Vega Juarez
Tristan Spencer June
Lily Maria Kambi
Blake Edward Kazynski
Jonathan Kyle Kears
Frankie Nicole Kelly
Gurleen Kaur Khaira
Iqra Khawaja
Leila Belinda Kiandost
Roshana King
Joseph Scott Kiser
Bailey Wayne Kletter
Gernjah Nysea Knight
Jonathyn William Knight
Mary Elizabeth Koch
Jacob Michael Kroeger
'Jill Alexandra Kroll
Kevin F. Kuehnert
Tyler Lee Lambeth
Jocelyn Anne Lane
Ashlynn Viviane Langston
Hannah Jean Lankford
Isabelle Grace Langston
Quantasia S. Lawrence
Loan Le
Miranda Violet Leavitt
Daniela A. Leon Campos
Lau’Ren Nicole-Renee Lightbourne
Kyle E. Lilly
Jessica Nicole Linn
Veronica L. Lipke
Chanula Liyanage
Mya Anne Logan
Arianna Elysia Lopez
Jorge Alberto Lopez
Aidan Kristopher Loretz
Emma Kate Love
Jaren Elise Lowery
Abigail Elizabeth Lowry
Sumer N. Lugo
Jazz D’Wyatt Lynch
Raegan M. Thomas Lynch
Amanda Kathryn Lynip
Parker Rae Mackin
Savannah Marie Maclean
Yanfen Liu Madjd-Sadjadi
Kyle Robert Maher
Malak S. Mahmoud
Alyssa A. Elizabeth Major-Moze
Isabella Maria Malloy
Ruth McKinney Mann
Cayle Soleil Manning
Grace Emily Marder
Christian Rhea Marion
Angelyn Sahian Marti
AaYahna DeaShunay Martin
Kameron Isreal Martin
Lane Andrew Martin
Ronaldo Mohamed Martinez
Joseling B. Martinez Urbina
Marley Savannah Matheson
Jessica Elizabeth Matteson
Awa Mbai
Glosdie Amoyo Mbambukulu
Jayla Faith Mccloskey
Faith Noel McCoy
Hannah Elizabeth McFarland
Andrew James McGinniss
Cory Markell McIntyre

1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.

Baccalaureate Degrees

Bachelor of Arts

Anthony Joseph McNair
Ashlyn Grace Meier
Emanuel De Jesus Mendez
Aquino
Kayla Naomi Mendoza
Rachel Elizabeth Meyers
Addison Elizabeth Middleton
Amity Paige Moonridge
Corban Scott Mills
Faith Leeann Moore
Jaylan D. Moore
McKenna Marie Moore
Makayleigh Alison Moree
Jezeabiah TaRon Morris
Tracy Dougherty Mosley
Yori Christian Mouzon
Alexander James Mrha
Shania Candice Murray
Logan Reid Nance
Grecia Marina Nandin
Ellyze M. Narvaez
Julie Marie Neal
Virgil Anthony Neal
Zerha Nicole Nelson
Lillian Marlene Nippert
Emma Grace Nobles
Alexandra Renee Nolan
Abigail Tess Norris
Jackson Gray Northen
Chioma Margret Obasi
Jaime Leigh Oesterling
Clayton Holman Oliver
Dale Patrick Olzer
Brittany C. Nneoma Onwugba
Oluwatobiloba S. Orekunrin
Louai H. Osman
Deanna Faith Panepinto
Ember Alyssa Papineau
Lindsey M. Paredes-Saldivar
Dakota Leeann Passmore
Skye Y. Patton
Haley Elizabeth Payton
Tracy Lynn Maier
Ricki Sierra Peralta
Christopher J. Perez
Jayla Shayanah Perez
Amairani Perez Flores
Emma Rose Petit-Larsen
Destiny T. Pettaway
Jamilah Kiara Pettis
Mya M. Phifer
Shavonne Ashley Phillips
Emily Roxana Pizarro-Lopez
Caleb Emmanuel Pledger
Jaset Jave Polastre Mariscal
Jackson William Poovey
Cassandra Diane Poulos
Deja Cornelia Powell
Naomi Erin Pridgen
Samira Sage Prince
Denver Dawn Pugh
Quynh Rahlan
Shavaun Lynne Ramann
Chaniah Danyell-Monae
Randolph
Lauren Rathjens
Savannah Lynn Ray
Teagan Montgomery Ray
Jaida Marie Reid
Isabel Etienne Requa
Alec R. Ressler
Valentina Reyes
Jisel Damary Reyes Hernandez
James Alexander Rhodes
Janey Ivone Rich
Aqutter Dominique Richardson
Mackenzie Faith Richardson
Mary M. Oneal Richards
Daniel Scott Richter
Joel J. Rivera Rodriguez
Christopher Huynh Roan
Anthony Romera Robinson
Destiny Ann Robinson
Nia R. Robinson
Jaqueline Rodriguez
Luis D. Roman Jr.
Jacob Romero
Megan Danielle Eldredge
Dominic Christopher Rossetti
Brianna Nicole Rucker
Logan Ann Rudd LaTour
Soledad Ruiz
Alexander Scott Rupert
Azka Noor Sabri
Luke J. Salinas
Adeline E. Sallade
Amira Nailah Sanders
Elizabeth Fulmer Sanders
Kendall Veronica Sanders
Marina Shani Sanders
Britney G. Sandoval-Lemus
Natalie C. Santana-Villalobos
Selene Santiago-Lopez
Carter J. Schenck
Jordan Leigh Schepisi
Laura Schiess
Kamaiyah Channelle Scott
Sabrina S. Scott
Morgan Leanne Sebastian
Guillermo O. Serrano-Lazo
Adam Lane Sexton
Stella Maris Shahan
Colby Daniel Shelton
Logan Jarrod Sherrill
Faith Brantson Shields
Emily Shirley
Terry Taylor Shoe
Victoria Ashlyn Siegfried
Parker Lorraine Sikora
Zaachea S. Simmons
Jordyn C. Singletary
Maxwell E. Sleazak
Kiara Nichole Sloan
Aislyn Olivia Smith
Cassondra Marie Smith
Claire Elizabeth Smith
Jameika A. Smith
Michael Jacob Smith
Andro Alonso Smith
Sarah Elizabeth Smith
Selena Ruby Smith
Asma Sohail
Jasmine L. Marlene Solomon
Jalen Reid Sorrell
Katie Madeli Sorto-Chicas
Sophia Victoria Sousa
Maria Clara Souza Ferreira
Jasmin De Mello
Aniya Spears
Madison Spell
Claudia Lynn Spencer
Zykiera Alexis Spencer
Mia Spruill
Toni Miracle Spruill
Claudia A. Stakoe
Jada LeShay Stansbury
Jada Aliyah Starks
Savannah L. Steed
Mykalia Simone Steele
Tiffany Mychelle Stephens
Gavin Dwight Stevenson
Destiny Shae Stewart
Yvette Nicole Stewart
Morrigan Marguerite Stone
Love M. Juania Stout-Bennett
Caroline Niamh Strain
Canaan Sky Strickland
Lydia G. Stroud
Haleigh Leann Stubbs
Shayla Jahné Suggs
Amaya L. Sullivan
Jordan Renea Sumpter
Catherine G. Supko
Michael A. Swanson
Briana Nichole Tabor
Gretta Alexandria Taft
Amya LaShoni Taylor
1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.

Baccalaureate Degrees

Bachelor of Arts

Cameron Audra Taylor
Luwam G. Tesfa
Izzy Theriot
Cynthia Jada Thomas
Imanyia Khamil Thomas
Janaya Dae, Åmir Thompson
William Reid Thompson
Maya Jonne Tillett
Emma Marie Torrey
Lukas Marshund Tucker
Cameron John Tuomey
Mauriah Simone Turner
Hannah Hair Tustin
Blake Tydings
Alycia A. Urias-Lemus
Abigail Y. Valdez-Perez
Aidan Joseph Van Nynatten
Kari Winters Vance
Amara Varney
Madalyne Alyse Veasey
Genesis Velasques-Barreto
Taryn A. Vestal
Ana Karen Vicente-Reyna
Walter Alexander Wade
Paityn Regina Racheal Walker
Kaitlyn Leigh Walters
Natalie Claire Walters
Hannah G. Ward
Tamira Elizabeth Grace Weeks
Maleak Keyshone Whitaker
Alonzo Joseph Whiteside
Marissa Anne Wilkes
Cali Elizabeth Williams
Jamario Jamil Ojelade Williams
Madeline Kaye Williams
Robbi Leigh Williams
Satoria Williams
Tyana A’rie Williams
Jamila Imani Williamson
Natalie Sara Willis
Chloe Gabrielle Wilson
Sophia Grace Lilly Wilson
Alexis Shatiya Winslow
Molly N. Words
Brianna Worley
Rashia Monee’ Wright
Ziqurea Denise Wright
Katherine Carlisle Wyrick
Monica Yang
Lauryn Ashleigh Young
Tyler Joseph Zelando

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Ethan G. Adcox
Anthony Ascencio
Rylee Anne Blossey
Jordyn Adriana Breuwington
Janasia Natreece Clark
Chloe Jade Cordell
Isai M. De La Barrera
Alejandra J. Esteves
Tabitha A. Frisbee
Hunter Sky Gillikin
J’ailin Eljieah Greene
Lauren Beth Griffith
Sarah Michelle Hayes
Sara Khaled Jamal
Jacqueline Renee Lerner
Rachel Hana Levy
Kelsey Elizabeth Lucas
Marie Aquielle McNair
Taylor E. Morgan
Johana G. Nunez Alvarez
Grace E. Polin
Victoria Giana Puryear
Katelyn Brown Ramey
Cindy Gisselle Rivera Burgos
Lisset Romero Chevez
Lila Ahmed Sabek
Delees Karissa Taylor

Bachelor of Science

John Nabil Abdellmelk
Chelsea Amaka Akabueze
Siram Anfal Ali
Landon U. Alison
Danielle C. Mesquita Allen
Gabriell Alexander Allred
Kenneth B. Alvarado
Diane Marinel Carreon Alviar
Erin Argo
Hasnain Awan
Ayah Azzam
Laisha Nicole Baez
Alana Bancroft
Brendan David Banyai
Romario Barahona
Jailah Leigh Bass
Ian Timothy Beaty
Keyada Naquisha Blackman
Chavalya Aandra Blithe
Haley Grace Bond
Andrea Marissa Bonola
Brooke Danielle Bradford
Makayla Rae Brown
Williamosh Leabres Brown
Ross Williams Bryant
Akeidra Buie
Jesse Earl Carter
Latonia Yvette Carter
Camryn Chepes
Nixon V. Chuong
Victoria Grace Cook
Russell Trammell Costner II
Kyra Brooke Cotten
Noah Stephen Couch
Jadah Naomi Couchman
Adriana Cruz Morales
Shawn Dadzie
Alana Gabrielle Davis
Logan James Dean
Shelby DeGarmo
Cristin Nicole Dell
Leliyah Talani Dew
Eric Michael Donie
Sandra Naa-Oyo Dzifa Dormon
Sachin Mahadev Dumbare
Patricia A. Edgerton
Zoe Simone Edmonson
Annisianna D. Egerton
Cecelia Rose Emstad
Morgen Faith English
Cynthia Espinoza-Arredondo
Trinity Renee Falco
Su Song Farris
Trisha Renee Feather
Brianna V. Ferebee
Stephen Clifford Ferguson III
Matthew Fluck
1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.

Baccalaureate Degrees
Bachelor of Science

Justin G. Flynn
Phleecia Nicole Ford
Lonnette Thelma Fullard
Sara Brienne Gable
Ashley Marie Garner
Jacob Immanuel Ector Geiger
Robert L. Givens III
Zoe Elizabeth Goff
Aaron C. Goldman
Landon Gorham
Jasmin M. Louise Gourdine
Kevin G. Graves
Fiona E. Green
Christian Blake Greene
Madison Nicole Wood
Dillon Joshua Halbert
Riley Nikole Caballero
Kya Yvonne Hargan
Maleah R. Harris
Jacqueline Lee Hayden
Ebony Marie Haywood
Kayla Faith Heartley
Aurelia Olivia Hess
Sanay Tamia Hewitt
Joshua Ismael Hinojo
Devin Scott Holcomb
Daryl Patrick Holmes
Maximilian Kyle Honeycutt
Camilla Gabrielle Horn
Kara Marie Houston
Amanda Howell
Sarah Fatima Hudson
Allison Hughes
Lily Brooke Hutchinson
Selina Oluwaseun Ifidon
Matthew Christian Igo
Tyleek M. Jackson
Christopher Miles Jacobs
Jessica Jenkins
Fox K. Johnjulio
Amber Lornelle Johnson
Johannes Kändler
Faiza Kamili
Jamal I. Kanu
Aaron Keat
Mohammed Khalafalla
Tarig Khalid
Muhammad Asad Khan
Justin Kim
Nicholas Logsdon Kitching
Olivia Sarver Kjuka
Sarah Michelle Korb
Carla Rose Larrimore
Jordan Alexander Lech
Christian Michael Leonard
Emily Anne Lewis
Tianding Li
Michael John Locklear
Kadir Baturalp Lofoa
Kimberly Lopez-Oregon
Jalen Miles Love
Evelyn Macias
Aysha Shakir Mahmoud
Mario Joel Mandujano
Jessica Mata Arellano
Brooklyn Elizabeth Maxwell
Sarah Anne McGinn
Jasmine Breana Mclendon
Daniel Andrew McNell
Ozioma Adazion Michael
Avia Catherine Miller
Omar Bashar Mohammad
Jacques Mokoko
Dorothy Brooke Moody
Zaria Dashon Moore
Darian Octavio Morales
J'Leth I. Morman
Ashley McLean Morrison
Hailey J. Moss
Alexandra Mowrey
Kelsey Brooke Nance
Yasantaia M. Napoleon
Joshua Ahmad Neely
Wesley Nguyen
Kennedy Grace Ninh
Devin Riley Nix
Mohammad Wail Omar
Kevin Ornelas-Ceron
Widney Anaica Ostagne
Ashley Pacheco
Kenzie Lane Page
Martin Palacios Quiroz
Yannis Elom Panou
Dev Patel
Devyani Patel
Michael Francis Peavery
Jonathan C. Pelaez
Hayden John Perusek
Dallin Steven McRae Pierce
Aneeqa Rafiq
Catalina Reyes
Tyler Matthew Riggins
Mackenzie Paige Rippey
Ora Ashley Roberts
Jason Andrew Robinson
Katherine M. Robinson
Catherine V. Sanchez-Hernandez
Maia Oni Rose
Skylar Mist Rucker
Ruth Villaverde Sacopla
Kabelo Jean Saint Louis
Eric D. Salone Jr.
Katherine M. Sanchez Ochoa
Casey S. Saul
Conner Watson Sauls
Kaitlyn Brooke Scarlette
Samantha J. Schnell
Alasia Scott
Harry Selvaratnam
Michelle Semaan
Tara Raziah Shaw
Trinity T. Shealey
William Wyatt Shepherd
Harold J. Silva-Ponte
Craig Allen Smith
Czarina Patrice Dzid Sobejana
Marianela Solano-Alejo
Jordyn Sherry Soles
Mecarah M. Son
Ray C. Squires
Aaron Michael Squirewell
Eli I. Stafford
Risa Leann Stephenson
Tiffany Tan
Marcus Wayne Thompson
Sydney Anne Thompson
Maddison Faith Tidball
Senih Tosun
Gultekin Uludag
Kain Jazmyne Vaca
Emma Christine Valachovic
Alanna Vang
Evelyn Michel Vega-Callejas
Dylan Michael Verchereau
Andres Enrique Villasmil
Drewry J. Marrow Vincent II
Ngaan Thi Bao Vo
Aaliyah Niamey Washington
Laila Marie Watkins
Maya Lynn Wessler
Jasmine Christine Weston
Leilise Shanko Weyessa
Morgan Wheeler
Eric Daniel Whisnant
Kirbi Noel Whitaker
Exander N. Wiebelhaus
Tinashe Alexis Williams
Richard A. Wolf
Sophia Rose Woody
Errika Leigh Wyatt
Amy Xiao
Aimade Yacouba
Yaphet Yohannes
Savera Zaman
Amber Denise Zeigler
Pengxu Zhu
Usman Zia

1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.

Baccalaureate Degrees
Bachelor of Science

Andrew Wilton Garrett
Lindy Storm Garrett
Lauren Sootoo Gates
Jonathan M. Gertler
Payton Kenneth Glenn
Alison Selina Gomez-Torres
Briana M. Goode
Erica Mai Graffeo
Conner Phillips Graham
Destanie Brenae Yvette Graham
Terrie Russell Grooms
Stephen Richard Guarino
Samantha Guerrero-Hernandez
Liliana Itzel Guevara-Guerrero
Michael Harrison Gwynn
Riley Alyssa Hammer
Anas J. Hammood
Joshua Pate Hand
Isabella Hanes
Daisya Mahaghony Hardison
Jordan Christian Harris
Alan Antonio Harrison
Ibrahim Hassan
Alexander Hayes Hauselman
Taylor Nicole Hawkins
Emanuel J. Hawthorne-Roman
Rashaad Malik Hayes
Holly Lee Heizer
Moen S. Henry
Fortino Galan Hernandez
Ana Maria Hernandez
Salvador Hernandez-Arredondo
Johnathan Herrera-Ramirez
Blakelee Aria Hester
Azaria Lashaun Hicks
Steven Jarrett Hodges
Evan Michael Hoff
Ryan James Hoffmann
Demi Lajuan Holmes
Luke Allen Holmes
Todd Phillip Horan
Natalie Marie Hughes Kincaid
Sade Alexis Humphrey
Xavier N. Humphrey
Jasmine Briana Hunt
Ariba Hussain
Fadi Ayman Ibrahim
Mohamed M. Ibrahim Elhag
Andrea Elsa
Julianne Inman
Alina Ishiaq
Briana Ruth Jackson
Syrena M. Jackson
Jemeria Monae James
Grant Charles Jarman
Mackenzie Brooke Jarrett
Aaliyah Jefferson
Lynette Jimenez
Hampus Johansson
Christopher Boyd Johns
Anna Yuan Ting Garcia
Herbbie H. Denise Johnson
Kaitlyn Grace Johnson
Kayla Denyse Johnson
Alice Margaret Jones
Cierra Brooke Jones
Douglas G. Jones II
Elizabeth Lauren Jones
Justin Jones
Makia Shance Jones
Stephanie Dale Jones
Yesenia Marinez Josefsberg
Samuel Herbert Joyner
Kimberly Keaton
Matthew David Kemp
Zoe Noelle Kersey
Anny Khampoosy
Amber Habib Khan
Mohsin A. Khan
Nayab Khan
Kylee Cristeen King
Yonique Joan Kirby
Isabelle Anne Klein
Lea Kolbet
Rachel Michelle Krampans
Jonathan Ishaku Kuete
Connor Sean Harris Kyles
Nora Lynn Lacy
Thomas Michael Purvis Lamb
Zane C. Landgrover
Jack Patrick Lange
Hannah Lynn Larson
Zoe Gabrielle Lattimore
Andrea Ruth Laur
Michelle Valentina Layton
Nam Phuong Le
Destinee’ J. Lee
Miya Danae Lee
Lauren Nicole Lentz
Austyn Tyler Leonard
Grant Henry Lewis
Wilson S. Li
Nathan Benjamin Liebmann
Jiwon Lim
1’Shu I. Lin
Bennett Patrick Lindner
Nadia Marquett Lloyd
Levi Isaac Lopez
Sophia Sanjuana Lopez
Juan Omar Lopez Delapaz
Antoine J. Lowery
Cierra Lukenda
Kaitlyn E. Macy
Andrew David Maddox
Grayson McLeod Majors
Preston Trey Maness
Graciela Marroquin
Hannah Taylor Martin
Jadon Kristopher Martin
Eduardo Velasquez
Anthony Tre’Quinn Matthews
Trista Jade Matthews
William Kirk Matthews III
Mitchell Wayne Maurer
Nasir S. McDaniel
Estella Brielyn McDuffie
Marissa Nicole McGraw
Bailey Alyssa McGuire
Sarah Elizabeth Mcintire
Zaire Tahlib McMan
Imani Michelle McPherson
Martha G. Mena
Paola E. Mendoza Palermo
Kayce Alexandria Meuse
Dylan Joseph Meyers
Hunter Bradford Mickens
Jeffery Allan Miller
Jacob Austin Minnick
Rhea Richard Miranda
Mikyla Y. Notoya Mitchell
Renato Mizzell
Austin Jay Moffitt
Michael Joseph Monroe
Brandy S. Mooney
Bradie Lucas Moore
Julia Noelle Morales
Mario A. Morales
Ashley J. Morales-Hernandez
Shannel Morales-Molina
Alexander Joshua Moreno
Elanor Allene Morris
1’Anna Elizabeth Morse
Jasmine Yia Moua
Aqsa Muhammad
Samuel Glenn Murchison
Byren R. Mitchler
Mario I. Naranjo
Nicole Nasimos
Trinity Timiya Nelson
Mason Ward Newcomer
Mai X. Nguyen
Shaine Ferrera Nguyen
Garrett Thomas Noga
Luke Mbudi Nzuzi
Bryan Adam Ochs
Pelumi T. Ogunro
Charles William Oliver

1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.

Baccalaureate Degrees
Bachelor of Science

Johana Osornio-Flores
Haley Tanner Overby
Kayla Özgen Ozan
Scarklet Ahiko Pacindo Rea
Dallas A. Packwood
Hyungjun Justin Houser
Camaria N. Parker
Kirtankumar Patel
Anne-J Nephartery Paul
Ashanti Chercyce Pauling
Mason Douglas Peacock
Spencer Pigram
Sophia Perez-Lopez
Gavin Pomphrey
Horatio Allen Poteat
Patti Priest
Thao Puih
Syron Purdie
Owen M. Pynn
William Aaron Quinn
Toneka Shawnte Redd
Riley L. Rekuc
Tiera Reynolds
Brenae Lauren Richardson
Diana Rico Murguia
Daneshha Lashay Riley
Carla Paola Rios-Fraga
Karen Araceli Rivera
Nelson Roberts
Barbara Rodriguez
Alondra Y. Rodriguez
Caballero
Annalee Rosero
Eddie Lloyd Rosero
Diantha Lee Russell
Raeel Bassam Saleh
Jonathan Uriel Salinas
Katherine Salinas
Lizette M. Salvador Vazquez
Vanessa Sanderson
Justin Tyler Sandoval
Priscila Santibanez Bahena
Gabrielle Marie Schmit
Chad A. Schwab
Krupali R. Shah
Tyler Patterson Shealey
Andrew Paul Shimpshock
Asheleigh Maudâe Shuford
Eliott Allan Simpson
Shanti Sophia Singthong
Robert Charles Simon
Yan Patrick Siqueira Da Cunha
Ania Danielle Sledge
DesZari Eboni, Andrea Smith
Gregory Kaleb Smith
Kayla Nicole Smith
Mekya Kiona Smith
Mariatu Sonko
Melody D. Sorsengin
Rubith Sotel
Mackenzie Blair Stanley
Aaliyah Nicole Staples
Michael W. Stavanja
Naudia Steele
Christin Ann Stein
Jacob Tyler Stephens
Robert Angelo Stewart
Abbey Elizabeth Stout
Omarri Telisa Denise Stover
Alyssa Nicole Sutton
Alexander Anthony Swaim
Tucker Sweeney
Shiloh Tasgal
CHEYNE TAYLOR
Xavier E. Terrell
Michelle Terron Azamar
Carmen N. Gisette Thornbury
Salena Monh Tieng
Jocelyn Tolentino Alba
Dahai Tong
Devin Latrell Toomer
Katherine Y. Torres-Zepeda
Trey Townsend
Christopher E. Tran
Parker Harrill Truesdale
Logan Faith Tuttle
Cequon S. Tyson
Jocelyn Vanessa Tzoc-Chavez
Amarachi Veronica Udeh
Joseph Lee Van Eerden
Emily Dina Vandaele
Daniela Vargas Donge
Joel Vazquez
Daniel Messiah Vigil
Sebastian Aleksander Vindas
Griffin Wagner
Joanna Oribi Wakama
Gabriel Joshua Walker
Matthew C. Wall
James Brandon Wallace
Tammie Wang
Mahnoor Zahid Waraich
Elijah M. Weaver
Laura Catherine Weber
Andrew Franklin McRee Weller
Hailey Ashanta Weller
Toby L. Wessling
Joshua Westerfield
Willard James Wheat
Tues-Dé Jasmine Whethers
Amber Noelle Williams
Jessica Nicole Williams
Jonah C. Williams
Michael M. Williams
Spencer James Williams
Chana Nashae Williamson
Rachel Caroline Willoughby
Gabriella Kali’ Wilson
Peyton Thomas Winebarger
Tomie Patricia Wood
Caroline Marie Woods
Casey Nicole Woods
Heather Ann Wray
Zaria Wright
Dalya Yadago
Lucy Yang
Jenelvah K. Lee
Abdul Jabar Zalal
Dima A. Zamil
Jeff Zheng
Leah Grace Zubke

School of Education
Bachelor of Science

Jack Tyler Adams
1Alexis E. Aguilar
Amanda D. Best
Kaylee Nicole Bowman
Vance Jerel Bowman
Autumn Leigh Boykin
Ryan Bui
Leaha Renee Burgess
Sydney Jordan Butler

1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.

**Baccalaureate Degrees**

**Bachelor of Science**

Mary Katherine Miller  
Lorena Caterina Montesano  
Janasia Tashea Moody  
Ananda Danielle Moore  
Devon Andrew Moore  
Michaela Kierra Moore  
Yailyn Morales Henriquez  
Ashlyn Morgan  
Mauranda Lynn Morgan  
Nadiyan Malaya Moulden  
Marie T. Mukoma  
Kimera Verisha Naidoo  
Shama Naz  
Elena Rose Nealson  
MaKayla Da’Shae Nettles  
Cindy Nguyen  
Ojhaiua Nichols  
Raylyn Sharay Norwood  
Star M. Nowlin  
Guadalupe Q. Ochoa-Castro  
Adrianna Michelle Odom  
Alyssa Denise Odom  
Sally Akua Okyere-Badoo  
Sidnee Everhardt Olmedo  
Fatima Nohemy Ortiz Flores  
Mark Anthony Osorio  
Florence Sarpong Owusu  
Tracy Nichole Maddox Pace  
Brittany Padilla-Conde  
Melissa Abigail Paniagua  
Jonathan Ignacio Parada  
DeAsia Brielle Parker  
Jamal Anthony Parker  
Austin Joe Partin  
Faith Lynnette Paschal  
Monica Elizabeth Patterson  
Elizabeth Catherine Pearce  
Haley Elizabeth Peele  
Autumn Diane Pence  
Nikki Sharrell Perry  
Semaj Lamont Petteway  
Kristian Pineda  
Korrina Shantel Pitt  
Cassandra E. Pitts  
Chase Decatur Pyrtle  

Priyanka Rai  
Mae Ria  
Gianna Richard  
Diana Rincon  
William Andrew Roach  
Tamara Aiyana Rodgers  
Iltez Yomaris Rodriguez-Ayalta  
Nsaia Besani Rogers  
'Mariana Romero  
Maya Michelle Rone  
Madison Paige Saleebey  
Brian Sanchez-Murguia  
'Linda J. Santiago Benitez  
'Skylar Izabel Searce  
Roshonda Cowan Simpson  
Victoria Rose Sims  
Mikela LaTia Singleton  
Amanda Elliott Sizemore  
Robert Grayson Slaughter  
Allison Bailey Smith  
Ashley Taylor Smith  
Emorie Grace Smith  
Peyton D. Smith  
Precise Ramon Smith  
Natalie Solis  
Aaliyah Spencer  
Hailey Marie Spivey  
Cynthia Christine Steimle  
Dalani Faith Stephens  
Ryann Luke Stephens  
Allison Marie Stirewalt  
Kyla Mckenzie Stone-Houze  
Hannah C’Delia Stubbs  
Julie Belvin Szychowicz  
Krystal Alexandra Taybron  
Anna Michele Taylor  
Cynthia D. Teague  
Brenda Tellez  
Samuel Burton Thrarrington  
Ariana Alexia Thompson  
Julia Diane Thompson  
Latoya Kaye Tinnin  
Samirah Iman Tipado  
Katie Todd  
Hadier Hany Tolbah  

Nicole A. Torres-Duprey  
Sydney Nicole Tripoli  
Zoe-Patricque Ngozichi Umelo  
Shyde’ Eliee Underwood  
Kelly Ariannett Vazquez  
Abigail Anna Verrill  
Luz Selena Villa Robles  
Alexa Gabriela Villarreal  
Michelle N. Walker  
Jordan Lynn Wallen  
Emily Ann Wanamaker  
Lehen Warso  
Ashlee Montress Weaver  
Alyssa Marie Wells  
Kiara Licolle Whitaker  
Miyonah Nysha Whitaker  
Anna Makenzie White  
Alisha Monique Whitley  
Christina Bethany Whitley  
Megan Blair Whitley  
Naisha Nokia Wiggins  
Emoni Chante’ Wiley  
Aleecya Emani Nicole Williams  
Carley Logan Williams  
Hannah Jane Williams  
Jade Andrea Williams  
Joyce Melinda Williams  
Sheila Williams  
Tamiko Williams  
Maya Lashae Williamson  
Hannah Rose Wilson  
Hannah Ruth Wingard  
Madeline Nicole Winning  
Abigail Di Woodard  
Michael Malin Woods  
Stephanie Nicole Wooten  
Prinson L. Worthly  
Ciara Janae Wright  
Lauren Amanda Wright  
Justice Yates  
Ava JoAnn Yost  
Aethea Erin Yu  
Ashley Lauren Zalesky  
Natalie Ortega Zuniga  
Cindy Anahi Zuniga Nolasco

**Bachelor of Social Work**

Matab Murtada Abdallah  
Iyanna Queen Alston  
Kaila Tamar Barclay  
Stephanie L. Bracken  
Lyric Ashanti Brown  
Kayla Sharon Bryant  
Wendy R. Castro  

Kimberly L. Catalan-Jimenez  
Emma R. Chalk  
J’Niya Akeeva Covington  
Alice Marie Crandell  
Erica Lynn Dajui  
Marlene Deloya-Jaimes  
William R. Fergus  

Kelsey Flanigan  
Haleigh Madison Gilbert  
Aja Keyana Goode  
Shailyn Michelle Hall  
Katherine Ksenia Harris  
La Vern Annette Hayes  
Aniya Kiomi Hilliard

1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.

**Baccalaureate Degrees**

**Bachelor of Social Work**

- Maya Denise Hodge
- Yuwen Hu
- Jessica Mae Ireland
- Nia Mary Jackson
- Savannah J. Kliischer
- Kotryna Raimunda Kubilius
- Gabrielle Xavia Leslie
- Gattis Long
- Clariberi Lopez
- Delphine AnnMarie Lopez
- Caroline Reese Manson
- Camryn Brianna Marshall
- Tamarann Grace Marteny
- Madison Bahiyyih Merritt
- Ciarah Nechelle Michael
- Eunchon Min
- Geraldina Tynicka Newman
- Sanya M. Nyako-Reed
- Jamena Denise Pegues
- Jennifer Pérez Cruz
- Michael Joseph Ponzette
- Malaysia Zakia Pryor
- Samantha Dawn Remer
- Lizty Joanna Rico-Garcia
- Sierra Angel Rondon
- Bridgett Beaumont Schoch
- Alyssa Serrano
- Keala Anjolie Shaffer
- Samantha Marie Sharpe
- Pamela Mariano Simon
- Alexandra Nicole Sitzanis
- Lorin Grace Sizemore
- Aalivia Thailia Smith
- Jordyn R. Snipes
- Rachel Meichen Tang
- Brandy Nichole Trulove
- ‘Julianne A. Turner
- Yensi Nayely Vente Espana
- Samella Kia Wallace
- Eboni M. Warren
- Elisha Monay Washington
- Emma M. Wienecke
- ‘Alison Elizabeth Wilder
- Ai’Yonna Monae Williams
- Samantha Jo Wilmer
- Dreamer RaShelle Wilson
- Zachary Alexander Wilson
- Aubri Angelese Womble
- Jada Nichole Wooten

**School of Nursing**

**Bachelor of Science in Nursing**

- Amina Aamoud
- Derinsola Danielle Adelaja
- Cortney Yaa Gyankomah Agyemang
- Hilary June Andersen
- Alyce Ziguah Anderson
- Hope Anna Maria Anglesey
- Christopher Allan Applegate
- Jaiden Elaine Ariel
- Justinia Asenso
- Trinity Shae Austin
- Marge Zulema Avila
- Mariel Ariana Barkley
- Andreas Bello
- Mackenzie E. Berenson
- Misty Boger-Duplisea
- Julianna C. Bonebrake
- Payton Elizabeth Broadus
- Cheyenne Rose Brown
- Jakiyah Nicole Brown
- Morgan C. Buchholz
- Julie Ann Burns
- Samantha G. Butcher
- Seth G. Campbell
- Beatriz Acevedo
- Chasity Michelle Carico
- Jasmine Latrice Carter
- Hunter D. Chavis
- Jillian Diane Chekan
- Amanda Kay Clabaugh
- Maria Sophia Clark
- Tyler Ryan Coulombe
- Jeronimo Manuel Cruz-Reyes
- Fernando Alfredo Cuevas
- Zeinab M. Diaby-Kassamba
- Darionna Dominique Diggs
- Myra Jay Diggs
- Jamie Danielle Doman
- JaTyra Dumas
- Jessica Sierra Edwards
- Emilie Elizabeth Everhart
- Kaleb Isaiah Everhart
- Zoe Danielle Feemster
- Essence Maxine Foster
- Tristian S. Ann Foster
- Breanna Renee Fowler
- Joana Gissell Garcia
- Tannaz M. Gharaghani
- Alana Brenae Gibbs
- Madeline Gijon
- Isabella Sage Goard
- Ryanne Marie Gonzalez Velez
- Kelly Jamilet Guevara
- Xinia Tatiana Hardesty
- Kelsey Dee Hawkins
- Skype Dale Hefner
- Kierstyn Marie Henderson
- Tyece Lashai Henry
- Jawonnis T. Hinton
- Nadia Jenae Hodge
- Rachel Holt
- Taylor D. Horton
- Katia Nicole Humphrey
- Amanda Ennis Inman
- Dorian Krysta James
- Jeremy Ross Jones
- Tonia-Gicelle C. Jones
- Karina Juarez-Arrondo
- Adelisa Kalac
- Danai Katsarou
- Rachael Kaitlin Killette
- Rebecca Marie King
- Ariel Rose Leasure
- Adriene Renee Lock
- Leslie Lopez Torres
- Phat Tan Ly
- Oranique Zoyieanne Mangaroo
- Jocelyn Elizabeth Marshall
- Matteo Marshall
- May Thet Yee Maung
- Tabitha Raeann McCrary
- Madison Adrianna McMahan
- Lauren McWhinnie
- Fatoumata B. Meite
- Allyson Melgar Gomez
- Labourgeoise Cecilia Milandou
- Austin Minish
- Angela H. Moore
- Ashanti Leatrice Moreno
- Tegra Milolo Mpembu
- Amber Hailey Murphy
- Faitama Nazier
- Chiziterem Devine Ogbonna

1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.

Baccalaureate Degrees
Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Maureen Ottati Patterson
Sara Nicola Paul
Ryan David Pendzich
Jose Osmin Perla Chavarria
Marina Grace Polakovic
Larkin E. Rabon
Karysha Jenelle Reid
Jenna Marie Reiter
Kathleen M. Constantino
Relatado
Amber Resendez
Emily Reyes Castro
Anna Elisa Reyes-Flores
Kyra Elyse-Lorraine Rhymers
Joshua Rene Riojas
Quana Nicole Rodman
Isabella Elisa Roose
Kayla Kristen Ryals
Celeste Sandoval-Anaya
Heidy Santana
Joanny Santiago-Hernandez
Jesmeralda Torres Savage
Tony Dwayne Scales
Caroline Schlanger
Haven Danielle Schultz
Jordyn N. Sidden
Janiyah Shenay Simmons
Thabora Siu
Madeline Rebekah Smith
Mercy A. Delali Som-Pimpanong
Charity Faye Speaks
Nykeria R. Spellmon
Nicholson Hardin Sprinkle
Chantal Elise Stalling
Lauren Danielle Sudderth
Daniela Jacey Swain
Kayla Dawn Swain
Ataliah Joy Symes
Shiann Alicia Thompson
Jessica Maricela Torres
Amy Tran
Erika Trujillo Pineda
Kelly Truong
Ivey Briann Turner
Joanne Nino Velasquez
Yuliana Pricila Ventura
Alicia Guadalupe Villa-Rodiles
Michelle A. Omana Villanueva
Jennifer Michelle Visser
Carmen Isabel Walker
Flora Jane Walters-Clift
Kaniya Shabrece Warren
December Mic Watson
Olivia Warren West
Samantha Brook White
Jazmine Kay Nichole Williams
Nadia Shanel Wilson
Ernan Yanez-Moreno
Ashleigh Brooke Zirpolo
Anna Olivia Zuiker

College of Visual and Performing Arts
Bachelor of Arts

Sequoya Gloria Alexander
Emma Nutcha Allaire
Aubria Janee Battle
Luz Elena Borrayo
Autumn B. Canady
Eliah Joseph Caudill
Jayla Mishee Cropps
Carson Bradley Davis
Sarah Michelle Dawkins
Amabel R. Duffy
Jabari D. Ford
Amara Star Robinette
Kiahni A. Michelle Glasthal
Julia Danielle Guarino
Erica Felicia Haire
Elijah Matthew Hill
Amari Cherice Johnson
Jazz Montana Johnson
Monet Kyahra Johnson
Jayce B. Jones
Tyler Xavier Carlos Jones
Gilia L. Knox
Brooklynn Renee Levonas
Olivia Aaron London
Brad L. Lowry
Dorri Marie Luce
Veronica Magana
Kyah Rae Maxie
Haley Suzanne McLaurin
Angela Marie Melton
Jaanna Elisa Moss
Rachel Elizabeth Newby
Sebastian Phoenix Newlin
John A. Mansfield O’Donnell
Katherine A.L. Wilson
Faviana Isabel Petru Marrero
Rashida Vinsetta Price
Charlie Gaddis Ramirez
Jada Michelle Reed
Alexander Xavier Rosa
Pencie Si-yan Shrewsbury
Chloe J. Siegel
Majja Chanel Simmons
Riley A. Simutami
Shelby Brooke Starr
Timothy Steven Stone II
Adria Grace Thomas
Margaret Elizabeth Tomczyk
Macie M. Tremble
Taylor Parry Turner
Dominic Jamal Walker
Jamarius S. Wall
Abigail Grace Way
Kaitlyn S. White
Chase Whitehurst
Robert Woodard
Rick Ruitao Zhang

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Sofia Elaine Aguilar
Allison Elizabeth Appel
Ariel Denise Avants
Olivia Renalda Axland
Antonio Bailey
Tyler Bailey
Amara Siobhan Berhan
Elizabeth Christine Boerger
Judith Katherine Briand

1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees
Bachelor of Fine Arts

Cynthia J. Burks
Katherine Grace Byerly
Adia Imani Carter
Jaidan Leanne Chambers
Chris, AoTal Chappelle
Lea Danielle Chicosky
Eden Rochet Clementine
1 Anna McKinley Colvin
Ian Kirksey Davidson
Peter James Deligdish
Charli S. Den Hartog
Adison Bailee Desgroisielier
Emily Dumonceaux
Collin X. Dunn
Athena Marie Fenstermacher
Kyla Gianna Fisher
Seth Fogelsonger
Gabrielle Noel Gajus
Katherine Loretta Gerondelis
Avri R. Gozy
Keenan Bates Harmon
Anna M. Harris
Gary Allen Harris
Arynna Kieara
William David Harvey

Laura Hernandez
Walter Sayre Higginbotham
Chloe Ferguson Jeffers
Amiah Aurora Jones
Grayson J. Kelsh
Claire E. Kennedy
Joseph A. Kennedy
Annabelle Lynne Kizer
Nicolette Jean Lattibeauder
McKenzie Elizabeth Lehning
Anna E. Lifsey
Jacqueline Janine Lorenz
Jeffrey Michael Loy
Ally R. Marley
Nechyi Christopher McCaskill
Briana Tatiana McKenzie
Maybelline Y. Moreno
Lauren Astoria Moser
Montana Ocoee Norman
Alexandra Mendes Oaks
Molly Reese Oldham
Emily R. Osborne
Andre U. Otabor
Olivia Rachel Overton
Lydia Anne Pate

Jeffrey Robert Payton
Cynthia Peña-Galdamez
Madelyn Claire Pianpanya
Lissa Marylin Pope
Isabella Ellen Ramirez
Samuel Joseph Reynolds
Juno A. Rose
Zoe Adelle Rossouw
Claire Sarman
Sophie Grace Shahan
Bianca Fernandes Silva
Laniya Cheyenne Smith
Madalyn Loucks Sorrell
Shay Elizabeth Soukup
Emily C. Surles
Avilon Trust Tate
Aliyah Christine Thompson
Cameron Quinn Vanderhaar
Vincent Fwj Chim Vang
Madison Ayanna-Liz Wanchia
Soraiah Jordyn Williams
Isabella Maria Wilson
Liv G. Wilson
Emily Ann Wright
Chance Kristian Youngquest

Bachelors of Music

Michael E. Adams
Sydney Marie Alden
Violet May Behnke
Dhasan Chymar Boler
Wyatt Steven Carlyle
Ethan Cole Dexter
Tyler Rae Durkee
Qasim Cornell El-amin
Addie Sue Fields
Marion M. Moon Galloway
Matthew Thomas Gomez
Grady Taren Gonzalez

Patrick Michel Hayes
1 Matthew Paul Henderson
Abigail Catherine Hughes
James Paul Jackson-Cabaniss
Ian Thomas Jones
Jack Logan Jones
Ming Kong
Hannah Carli McGuire
Fernando Meza
Sofia Maria Pandolfo
Cameron Caleb Rabb
Andrew Stephen Ralston

Cady Elizabeth Robison
Ian T. Rood
Megan Rose Seyer
Raven Noell Sizemore
James Throop Smith
Siena Stevens
Kai Elias Summerlin
Joshua T. Vozdik
1 Bronwyn Cady Weikert
Megan Siobhan Weiss
Brian Keith Westbrook
Gracie Blue Zielinski

1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Recognitions and Honors

Graduation with Honors

Graduation with honors for undergraduates is based on all courses (including the last semester's work) for which grades and grade points are given. The honors shown in the Commencement Program for May undergraduates, however, are based on work taken through Spring 2024. To be eligible for honors at the end of the senior year, a student must have completed at least 45 hours of work in residence at UNCG, not including hours for which credit and grade points have been received by special examinations.

Honors are awarded to graduating seniors as follows. The highest level is summa cum laude (with highest honor), maintaining a grade point average between 3.90-4.00 for all work taken at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. The next level, magna cum laude (with great honor), indicates an average of 3.70-3.89. The third level, cum laude (with honor), represents an achievement of 3.50-3.69.

Summa Cum Laude

Brooks Makai Albright
Jocelyn Nichole Alford
Csilky Rose Allen
Jadyn Alexis Allen
Uzair Amin
Allison Elizabeth Appel
Christopher Allan Applegate
Moniya Tyreesia Bagley
Melissa Renee Baker
Abby Christian Barley
Marah Dey Barrington
Lavernia D. Bass Devine
Mackenzie E. Berenson
Dena A. Blossey
Rylee Anne Blossey
Daniel Scott Borger
Noah Brabble
Judith Katherine Briand
Michael Wesley Britt
Payton Elizabeth Broadus
Amiyah Tinay Brown
Lyric Ashanti Brown
Makayla Rae Brown
Terra Lynd Bryant
Julie Ann Burns
Samantha G. Butcher
Ashee Rayann Bowie
Seth G. Campbell
Adia Imani Carter
Kaitlyn Sidden Carter
Latonia Yvette Carter
Emma R. Chalk
Brittany Marie Chattaway
Jillian Diane Chekan
Amanda Kay Clabaugh
Robin Lucy Cloninger
1Anna McKinley Colvin
Chloe Jade Cordell
Jerónimo Manuel Cruz-Reyes
Nathan Trung Thanh Dang
Alyssa N. Dehart
Peter James Deligdisch
Allison Rae Dobbins
Meet Gaurang Doshi
Angela Ashraf Elgawli
Kaleb Isaiah Everhart
Shawna Lorraine Fann
Kyle Kennedy Farrell
William R. Ferguson
Maegan Deana Ferguson
Bertha G. Figueroa Mejia
David Niklas Marcus Flisberg
Breanna Renee Fowler
Katherine Loretta Gerondelis
Haleigh Madison Gilbert
Aaron C. Goldman
Leah T. Goncalves
Ryanne Marie Gonzalez Velez
Aja Keyana Goode
Brian M. Goode
Kamden Blake Haithcock
Joshua Pate Hand
William David Harvey
Cayden D. Hattaway
Kierstyn Marie Henderson
1Matthew Paul Henderson
Maritza Hernandez
Samantha M. Hernandez-Pujols
Melanie Majetzky Herrera
Sanay Tamia Hewitt
Sarah Michelle Hilton
Bethany Marie House
Kara Marie Houston
Tiana R. Howard
Yuwen Hu
Ayah Riyadh Ibrahim
Akira Yevonne Jackson
Mia Millicent Jackson
Bailey Michelle Jefferson
Hampus Johansson
Addie Kinsley Raye Johns
Christopher Boyd Johns
Kayla Michele Johnston
Lily Maria Kamiab
Briley Jane Kaminski
Kimberly Keaton
Annabelle Lynne Kizer
Isabelle Anne Klein
Michelle Bowden Koller
Sarah Michelle Korb
Jacob Michael Kroeger
Connor Sean Harris Kyles
Thomas Michael Purvis Lamb
Andrea Ruth Laur
Chloe Elise Lausell
Brooklynn Renee Levonas
Wilson S. Li
Shu I. Lin
Veronica L. Lipke
Delphine AnnMarie Lopez
Aidan Kristopher Loretz
Evelyn Macias
Breanía Nicole Maditz
Madison Rae Magyar
Koby Kjai Mahaffey
Aysha Shakir Mahmoud
Grayson McLeod Majors
Estefani Lorena Marchena
Tamarann Grace Marteny
Mary E. Mccaskill
Sarah Anne McGinn
Andrew James McGinniss
Marissa Nicole McGraw
Allyson Melgar Gomez
Madison Bahiyyih Merritt
Kimberly Grace Metz
Eunchong Min
Bernardo G. Molina Fuentes
Michael Joseph Monroe
Angela H. Moore
Ashanti Leatrice Moreno
Jianna Elisa Moss
Jasmine Yia Moua
Marie T. Mukoma
Kimera Verisha Naidoo
Grecia Marina Nandin

1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Recognitions and Honors

Summa Cum Laude

Julie Marie Neal
Elena Rose Nealsion
Sebastian Phoenix Newlin
Montana Ocoee Norman
Jaime Leigh Oesterling
Lydia Anne Pate
Sara Nicola Paul
Jeffrey Robert Payton
Shavonne Ashley Phillips
Madelyn Claire Pianpanya
Dallin Steven McRae Pierce
Rowby Pierre
Arizona Mae Poole
Lissa Marylin Pope
Aneeqa Rafiq
Catalina Reyes
Valentina Reyes
Ilte Yomaris Rodriguez-Ayala
Megan Renae Rolph
Zoe Adelle Rossouw
Kayla Kristen Ryals
Claire Sarman
Sophie Grace Shahan
Trinity T. Shealey
Emily Shirley
Chloe J. Siegel
Parker Lorraine Sikora
Monika Sisak
Raven Noell Sizemore
Aislyn Olivia Smith
Claire Elizabeth Smith
Craig Allen Smith
Jameika A. Smith
James Throop Smith
Marianela Solano-Alejo
Aalyiah Spencer
Hailey Marie Spivey
Ashlyn Hope Stancil
Shelby Brooke Starr
Tiffany Mychelle Stephens
Allison Marie Stirewalt
Canaan Sky Strickland
Emily C. Surles
Tiffany Tan
Ariana Alexa Thompson
Hadiy Hany Tolbah
Macie M. Tremble
Brandy Nichole Trulove
Lukas Marshpund Tucker
Abigail Y. Valdez-Perez
Michelle Vanderlinden-Enfield
Luz Selena Villa Robles
Ngan Thi Bao Vo
Natalie Claire Walters
Flora Jane Walters-Clift
Alyssa Noelle Ward
Hannah G. Ward
Abigail Grace Way
Bronwyn Cady Weikert
Brian Keith Westbrook
Anna Makenzie White
Emma M. Wienecke
Jade Andrea Williams
Michaela M. Williams
Soraiah Jordyn Williams
Sophia Grace Lilly Wilson
Madeline Nicole Winning
Aubri Angelese Womble
Abigail Di Woodard
Stephanie Nicole Wooten
Emily Ann Wright
Katherine Carlisle Wyrrick
Alexandra Christine Yi

Magna Cum Laude

Jaela Aaliyah Agee
Alexis E. Aguilar
Courtney Yaa Gyankomah
Agyemang
Abigail Renee Alderman
Cynthia Alvarado-Cortez
Callie Olivia Annas
Julie White Austin
Trinity Shae Austin
Ariel Denise Avants
Olivia Renalda Axlund
Arina Babkova
Alana Bancroft
Marley Jahan Barberio-Knight
David Thomas Barwick
Violet May Behnke
Lena Berry
Melinda A. Berry
Elmedina Dina Blazevic
Emma Marie Bleach
Chavalya Alandra Blithe
Haley Grace Bond
Juliana C. Bonebrace
Savanna Mae Bowen
Kaylee Nicole Bowman
Vance Jerel Bowman
Nicholas Edwin Bowyer
Autumn Leigh Boykin
Stephanie L. Bracken
Brooke Brayboy
Bella D. Brown
Jakiyah Nicole Brown
Mykaila Kamea Brown
Morgan C. Buchholz
Leaha Renee Burgess
Cynthia J. Burks
Sydney Jordan Butler
Alyiah Byerly
Abby Baker Byrd
Bryan Calderon Marin
Valeria Sofia Calderon
Madison Ashley Chambers
Zeoi Imani Chambers
Lea Danielle Chicosky
Janasia Natrecce Clark
Maria Sophia Clark
Maggie Kathryn Collins
James Alan Cone
Katelyn May Connors
Kyle M. Constantino
Charity Zhyna Conyers-Cooper
Aubrey Faye Cook
Victoria Grace Cook
Natalie Cortes Mosqueda
Noah Stephen Couch
Maura Lacy Crenshaw
Adriana Cruz Morales
Patreka Regine Cyrus
Victoria Paige Dalehite
Adiatu M. Yorie Rashid-Davies
Caroline Grace Davis
Carson Bradley Davis
Ella Taryn Davis
Janae D. Davis
Jenna Nicole Davis
Mary Lethan Davis
Adison Balleh Desgresiellier
Leliyah Talani Dew
Zeinab Munira Diaby-Kassamba
Darionna Dominique Digs
Myra Jay Digs
Shane Victor Dolphin
JaTyra Dumas
Emily Dumonceaux
Camille Lynn Dunkirk
Chloe Ashlyn Dunn
Tyler Rae Durkee
Sarah Julianna Dzura
Patricia A. Edgerton
Madeleine Louise Edwards
Cynthia Espinoza-Arredondo
Alejandra J. Esteves
Su Song Farris
Hailey Elizabeth Faubion
Recognitions and Honors

Magna Cum Laude

Timea M. Faucette
Zoe Danielle Feemster
Nayelin Fernandez
Addie Sue Fields
Kelsey Flanigan
Seth Fogelsonger
Philecia Nicole Ford
Essence Maxine Foster
Tristan Sioviobionne Ann Foster
Marion Melody Moon Galloway
Yaquelin Garcia-Vazquez
Aaliyah De'Shunia Gardner
Andrew Wilton Garrett
Lauren Sootoo Gates
Shane Patrick Gentle
Alana Brenae Gibbs
Kiahni A. Michelle Glashal
Isabella Saga Goard
Olivia-Michelle Stella Goldsmith
Carlos D. Gonzalez
Conner Phillips Graham
Fiona E. Green
Lauren Beth Griffith
Julia Danielle Guarino
Liliana Itzel Guevara-Guerrero
Michael Harrison Gwynn
Zelda Nyamewaa Gyampoh
Zelda-Mabel N. Gyampoh
Azza Hafeez
Cameron Hall
Tiffany Trull Hall
Riley Alyssa Hammer
Arynna Kieara
Rachel Marie Hawks
Alya Najib Hawter
Skylar Dale Hefner
Kara Elaine Henderson
Savannah Jayne Henderson
Laura Hernandez
Nadia Jenae Hodge
Joel Wilson Hodnett
Madisyn Kayla Holland
Daryl Patrick Holmes
Taylor D. Horton
Sarah Fatima Hudson
Abigail Catherine Hughes
Caiya Apres Huling
Katia Nicole Humphrey
Christopher G. Hurley
Nakamriali Sah'bre Huskey
Andrea Elsa, Juliianne Ingman
Jessica Mae Ireland
Daifya Brian Jackson
Nia Mary Jackson
James Paul Jackson-Cabaniss
Chloe Ferguson Jeffers
Kaitlyn M. Jefferson
Ian Christopher Jenkins
Harleigh Jane Johnson
Jazz Montana Johnson
Raven Sabree Jones
Victoria L. Jones
Karina Juarez-Arredondo
Johannes Kändler
Adelisa Kalac
Jonathan Kyle Kearns
Aaron Keat
Clara E. Kennedy
Gurleen Kaur Khaira
Lea Kolbet
Ming Kong
Jill Alexandra Kroll
Jocelyn Anne Lane
Jack Patrick Lange
Hannah Lynn Larson
Nicholette Jean Latibbeaudeir
Mckinley Rae Lax
Ariel Rose Leasure
Destinee, Áé J. Lee
Jacqueline Renee Lerner
Tianding Li
Kaylee Ann Liles
Deborah La Fleur Litsdijio
Adriene Renee Lock
Olivia Aaron London
Gattis Long
Brad L. Lowry
Allyson Elizabeth Lynch
Raegan McKenna Thomas Lynch
Oranique Zoyianne Mangarro
Ruth McKinney Mann
Cyale Soleil Manning
Alyssa Gabrielle Manus
Brandy Ganel Marshall
Matteo Marshall
Angelyn Sahian Marti
Charity D. Martin
Viridiana Martinez
Marley Savannah Matheson
Trista Jade Matthews
Teresa Grace McAndrew
Leeann Hope McDowall
Hannah Carli McGuire
Haley Suzanne McLaurin
Madison Adrianna McMahan
Haven Leigh Mcpeek
Madelyn Nicole McQuaigue
Lauren McWhinnie
Emanuel De Jesus Mendez
Aquino
Ozioma Adazion Michael
Labourgeois Cecilia Milandou
Corban Scott Mills
Austin Jay Moffitt

1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.

### Recognitions and Honors

**Magna Cum Laude**

- Marina Shani Sanders
- Vanessa Sanderson
- Joanny Santiago-Hernandez
- Selene Santiago-Lopez
- Priscila Santibanez Bahena
- Skylar Isabel Scearce
- Caroline Schlanger
- Gabrielle Marie Schmit
- Bridgett Beaumont Schoch
- Haven Danielle Schultz
- Sabrina S. Scott
- Megan Rose Seyer
- Keala Anjolie Shaffer
- Colby Daniel Shelton
- Logan Jarrod Sherrill
- Pencie Si-yan Shrewsbury
- Jordyn N. Sidden
- Pamela Mariano Simon
- Shanti Sophia Singthong
- Yan Patrick Siqueira Da Cunha
- Amanda Elliott Sizemore
- Kiara Nichole Sloan
- Allison Dawn Smith
- Emorie Grace Smith
- Heather Nicole Smith
- Madeline Rebekah Smith
- Jalen Reid Sorrell
- Sophia Victoria Sousa
- Aniya Spears
- Nykeria R. Spellmon
- Claudia Lynn Spencer
- Nicholson Hardin Sprinkle
- Aaron Michael Squirewell
- Claudia A. Stakoe
- Morrigan Marguerite Stone
- Madison Noel Anne Styer
- Lauren Danielle Sudderth
- Kayla Dawn Swain
- Julie Belvin Szychowicz
- Rachel Meichen Tang
- Anna Michele Taylor
- Delees Karissa Taylor
- Cynthia D. Teague
- Michelle Terron Azamar
- Margaret Elizabeth Tomczyk
- Jessica Maricela Torres
- Sydney Nicole Tripoli
- Parker Harrill Truesdale
- Kelly Truong
- Mauriah Simone Turner
- Taylor Parry Turner
- Hannah Hair Tustin
- Jocelyn Vanessa Tzoc-Chavez
- Joseph Lee Van Eerden
- Amara Varney
- Luke Bennett Vassar
- Joanne Nimo Velasquez
- Yensi Nayely Vente Espana
- Yuliana Pricila Ventura
- Alicia Guadalupe Villa-Rodiles
- Andres Enrique Villasmil
- Jennifer Michelle Visser
- Savannah Wade
- Michelle N. Walker
- Jordan Lynn Wallen
- Lehen Warso
- Aaliyah Niamye Washington
- Ashlee Montress Weaver
- Alyssa Marie Wells
- Maya Lynn Wessler
- Olivia Warren West
- Jasmine Christine Weston
- Morgan Wheeler
- Eric Daniel Whisnant
- Kirbi Noel Whitaker
- Samantha Brook White
- Chloe Gabrielle Wilson
- Gabrielli Kali’ Wilson
- Nadia Shanel Wilson
- Alexis Shatiya Winslow
- Callie Mckay Wood
- Jada Nichole Wooten
- Kaylie Vivian Yokeley
- Usman Zia
- Elizabeth Gale Zinn
- Amina Aamoud
- Matab Murtada Abdallah
- Huda Abdulmumin
- Jenna Michelle Adams
- Kalela Renell Adams
- Olivia Addalli
- Derinsola Danielle Adelaja
- Andreeck Ariel Aguilar
- Sofia Elaine Aguilar
- Esbah Ahmed
- Sequoya Gloria Alexander
- Adrian Dale Allen
- Ashley Arlunya Allen
- Hilary June Andersen
- Kyle Douglas Anderson
- Liana Airelle Anderson-Slade
- Lizbeth Angeles-Olarte
- Hope Anna Maria Anglesey
- Jaiden Elaine Ariel
- Anthony Ascencio

### Cum Laude

- Ryan Bui
- Cameron T. Burke
- Autumn B. Canady
- Taniyah MyAngel Cannon
- Lendy A. Carias Goldston
- Michelle Marlyn Carrillo Corujo
- Savannah Grace Charles
- Vanezzia Sharee Claiborne
- Kayleigh Morgan Clarke
- Carrietta Mae Classen
- Eden Rochet Clementine
- Ryan Joshua Cleveenger
- Marissa Christiana Colon
- Ivey Elizabeth Cook
- Andrew Reid Cooper
- Tamia Adele-Mae Cooper
- Tyler Ryan Coulombe
- Jayla Misha Cropps
- Elisabet Cruz
- Fernando Alfredo Cuevas

1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Recognitions and Honors

Cum Laude

1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.

Sara Lillian McSweeney
Ayat Khaled Damreh
Ian Kirksey Davidson
Jonathan A. Davis
Sydney N. Davison
Cynthia De Amat
Isai M. De La Barrera
Marlene Deloya-Jaimes
Charli S. Den Hartog
Mama Toutou Diatta
Iyah K. Dixon
Greta Elise Doedderlein
Davin S. Dooley
Sachin Mahadev Dumbare
Zoe Simone Edmonson
Jessica Sierra Edwards
Leah Elaine Eichhorn
Ruth Ochanya Ekoja
Isabella Min-Xian Enscore
Melissa Espinoza Flores
Daysha Eliza Inisse Evans
Emilie Elizabeth Everhart
A, AòVa Renee Farrior
Brianna V. Ferebee
Giovanni Carlo Finazzo
Kyla Gianna Fisher
Rachel Faith Fowler
Sela Grace Frutuzo
Gerson Eliezaro Fuentes Romero
Talaisha S. Funderburk
Faith J. Galloway
Ifeoluwa Comfort Gbadamosi
Jonathan M. Gertler
Madeline Gijon
Caleb L. Ginn
Gabrianna Gladhart
Payton Kenneth Glenn
Daleisha Dakia Goins
Matthew Lee Goldstein
Alison Selina Gomez-Torres
Jacob Sean Gordon
Landon Gorham
Asha Camille Gowan
Angela Mckinney Gragg
Kiara Lorraine Graves
Mary Katherine Green
Zandra Yelena Gregory
Kelly Jamilet Guevara
Rojina Gurung
Samir Gurung
Nasim Samir Haamid
Jakoria Harris
Mar, AòVa Michele Harris
Kelsey Dee Hawkins
Taylor Nicole Hawkins
Sarah Michelle Hayes
Tyece Lashai Henry
Ana Maria Hernandez
Karla Hernandez Alvarez
Johnathan Herrera-Ramirez
Monica Lee Webb Herron
Walter Sayre Higginbotham
Kayli Nicole Hill
Alyssa Renee Hill-Collins
Desmond T. Hines
Brianna Nicole Hobbs
Steven Jarrett Hodges
Evan Michael Hoff
Ashton Hoggard
Heather Michelle Holland
Todd Phillip Horan
Victoria Chantel Howard
Bailey Hudson
Randall James Hudson
Jasmine Briana Hunt
Yesenia Ibarra Anaya
Williams Chisom Ike
Christopher Miles Jacobs
Omer Jamaal
Lynette Jimenez
Lauren N. Johnson
Tilexia Jahree Johnson
Ian Thomas Jones
Jeremy Ross Jones
Lauren Michelle Jones
Mackenzie Paige Jones
Tamar Camille Jones-Worden
Frankie Nicole Kelly
Joseph A. Kennedy
Mohsin A. Khan
Jeffrey King
Mary Elizabeth Koch
Joshua William Kolb
Samantha Kaitlynn Lamarca
Rebecca L. Landry
Zoie Gabrielle Lattimore
Michelle Valentina Layton
Audrey Grace Lemonds
Lauren Nicole Lentz
Austyn Tyler Leonard
Christian Michael Leonard
Rachel Hana Levy
Emily Anne Lewis
Nia Sharel Linebarger
Jessica Nicole Linn
Rebecca Ariel Loflin
Mya Anne Logan
Joselyn Graciela Lopez
Juan Omar Lopez Delapaz
Leslie Lopez Torres
Jacqueline Janine Lorenz
Abigail Elizabeth Lowry
Jeffrey Michael Loy
Dominique Alyse Mack
Savannah Marie Maclean
Grace Emily Mader
Sophia Christine Margalotti
Giacela Marroquin
Camryn Brianna Marshall
Jocelyn Elizabeth Marshall
Hannah Taylor Martin
Lane Andrew Martin
Ronaldo Mohamed Martinez
Eduardo Velasquez
Jessica Mata Arellano
William Kirk Matthews III
Kayla Marie Maxile
Awa Mbai
Tabitha Raeann McCrary
Estella Brielyn McDuffie
Baily Alyssa McGuire
Hayley Elizabeth McHugh
Daniel Andrew MeNeill
Aubrie Lynn McPhaul
Fatoumata B. Meite
Kennedy Merritt
Fernando Meza
Austin Minish
Mikyla Yasmeeen Notoya
Mitchell
Ananda Danielle Moore
McKenna Marie Moore
Alexander Joshua Moreno
Maybelline Y. Moreno
Mauranda Lynn Morgan
Taylor E. Morgan
J’Leah I. Morrison
Olivia S. Moser
Alexandra Mowrey
Aqsa Muhammad
Shama Naz
Fa'taima Nazier
Joshua Ahmad Neely
Shaine Ferrera Nguyen
Garrett Thomas Noga
Raylyn Sharay Norwood
Star M. Nowlin
Sidnee Everhardt Olmedo
Brittany Chidera Nneoma
Onwuagba
Louai H. Osman
Florence Sarpong Owusu
Ember Alyss Papineau
Faith Lynnette Paschal
Dev Patel
Devyani Patel
Jayla Shayanah Perez
Hayden John Perusek
Recognitions and Honors
Cum Laude

Mya M. Phifer
Kamryn Shari Pinnix
Korrina Shantel Pitt
Marina Grace Polakovic
Grace E. Polin
Zoe Elizabeth Ponce
Rashida Vinsetta Price
Patti Priest
Victoria Giana Puryear
Owen M. Pynn
Larkin E. Rabon
Priyanka Rai
Teagan Montgomery Ray
Ellyn Adaire Rebein
Jenna Marie Reiter
Emily Reyes Castro
Anna Elisa Reyes-Flores
Kyra Elyse-Lorraine Rhymer
Mae Ria
Litzy Joanna Rico-Garcia
Tyler Matthew Riggins
Diana Rincon
Joeliz E. Rivera Rodriguez
Julio Rodriguez-Ramirez
Luis D. Roman Jr.
1Mariana Romero
Maya Michelle Rone
Jonathan Uriel Salinas
Adeline E. Sallade
Justin Tyler Sandoval
Celeste Sandoval-Anaya
Heidy Santana
Jesemralda Torres Savage
Kaitlyn Brooke Scarlette
Carter J. Schenck
Samantha J. Schnell
Michelle Semaan
Stella Maris Shahan
Samantha Marie Sharpe
Janiah Shenay Simmons
Elliott Allan Simpson
Victoria Rose Sims
Riley A. Simutami
Madison Davis Singleton
Lorin Grace Sizemore
Ashley Taylor Smith
Laniya Cheyenne Smith
Michael Jacob Smith
Paul Scott Smith
Mercy A. Delali Som-Pimpong
Charity Faye Speaks
Madison Spell
Chantal Elise Stalling
Michael W. Stavanja
Dalani Faith Stephens
Jacob Tyler Stephens
Timothy Steven Stone II
Daniela Jacey Swain
Shiloh Tasgal
Izzy Theriot
Adria Grace Thomas
Janaya Dae’mir Thompson
Julia Diane Thompson
Shiann Alicia Thompson
Maya Jonnee Tillett
Katherine Yesenia Torres-Zepeda
Emma Marie Torrey
Erika Trujillo Pineda
Zoe-Patrice Ngozichi Umelo
Kari Winters Vance
Emily Dina Vandaele
Daniela Vargas Donge
Daniel Messiah Vigil
Michelle Anne Omana
Villanueva
Alexa Gabriela Villarreal
Walter Alexander Wade
Carmen Isabel Walker
Emily Ann Wanamaker
Jarod A. Webb
Sydney LaMay Webb
Tamira Elizabeth Grace Weeks
Megan Siobhan Weiss
Andrew Franklin McRee Weller
Joshua Westerfield
Tues-Dé Jasmine Whethers
Kaley Jo Whicker
Kiara Licole Whitaker
Exander N. Wiebelhaus
1Allison Elizabeth Wilder
Ai’Yonna Monae Williams
Jessica Nicole Williams
Robbi Leigh Williams
Spencer James Williams
Natalie Sara Willis
Richard A. Wolf
Caroline Marie Woods
Dalaya Yadago
Tay Yee
Yaphet Yohannes
Savera Zaman
Leah Grace Zubke

1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Recogntions and Honors
Seniors Completing Honors Programs
During Spring 2024

International Honors

Michael Britt
Cameron Burke
Samantha Butcher
Madeleine Edwards
Isabella Enscore
Addie Fields
Gabrianna Gladhart
Olivia-Michelle Goldsmith
Fiona Green
Sanay Hewitt
Deborah Litsidjio
Sophia Margalotti
Lauren McWhinnie
Ozioma Michael
Corban Mills
Faith Moore
Sabrina Scott
Michelle Semaan
Thabora Siu
Shelby Starr
Rachel Tang
Sydney Thompson
Natalie Walters
Flora Walters-Clift
Sophia Wilson
Alexandra Yi

Global Honors

Mykaila Brown
Melody Ejiofor
Phileecia Ford
Jianna Moss
Lissa Pope
Isabella Roose
Trinity Shealey
Caroline Strain
Andres Villasmil
Cali Williams
Jessica Williams

Disciplinary Honors

Lay Adams
Disciplinary Honors in Political Science
“The United States’ Supreme Court Application of the 14th Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause: Race, Gender, and Sexual Orientation”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Susan Johnson, Department of Political Science

Derinsola Adelaja
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing
“Impact of Mediterranean Diet on Gestational Diabetes”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Forgive Avorgbedor, School of Nursing

Vance Bowman
Disciplinary Honors in Information Science
“Information Science and Mythological Items”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. T. Zachary Frazier, Department of Library & Information Science

Judith Briand
Disciplinary Honors in Studio Art
“Abuela: An Album of Memory and Identity Through Photo/Graphics”
Faculty Mentor: Prof Christopher Cassidy, School of Art

Bella Brown
Disciplinary Honors in Kinesiology
“Is Playing Soccer Worth the Risk of a Concussion?”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Aaron Terranova, Department of Kinesiology

Jakiyah Brown
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing
“The Implementation of Doulas for Women of Color to Prevent Maternal Complications”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Forgive Avorgbedor, School of Nursing
**Recognitions and Honors**

**Disciplinary Honors**

**Amiyah Brown**
Disciplinary Honors in Sociology
“Racial Disparities in Maternal Mortality”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Shelly-Brown Jeffy, Department of Sociology

**Zoeie Chambers**
Disciplinary Honors in Media Studies
“Real Isn’t Real”
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Jenniida Chase, Department of Media Studies

**Maggie Collins**
Disciplinary Honors in Communication Studies
“Media Marketing Campaign for Non-Profit: The Connecting Space”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Jenni Simon, Department of Communication Studies

**Chloe Cordell**
Disciplinary Honors in Interior Architecture
“HOLI BIRTHING CENTER”
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Asha Kutty, Department of Interior Architecture

**Nathan Dang**
Disciplinary Honors in Public Health Education
“An Autoethnography of Engaging with the Hmong Community”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Sharon Morrison, Department of Public Health Education

**Angela Elgawli**
Disciplinary Honors in Political Science
“An analysis of the negative impact that gender-based discrimination of women has on countries in the Middle East and North Africa and its impact on immigration patterns”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Michael Broache, Department of Political Science

**Breanna Fowler**
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing
“Exploring the Roles and Benefits of Implementing a Urinary Catheter Care Team to decrease Catheter-Associated Urinary Tract Infections”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Aimee Motley, School of Nursing

**Aaliyah Gardner**
Disciplinary Honors in Kinesiology
“An Analysis of Concussions and Cortical Structures”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Derek Monroe, Department of Kinesiology

**Mia Jackson**
Disciplinary Honors in Political Science
“Awareness of Multiplicity: Intersections of Identity within the Law”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Susan Johnson, Department of Political Science

**Kayla Johnston**
Disciplinary Honors in Political Science
“Fit to Lead? The Consequences of Emotion Stereotypes on Female Political Leadership and Behavior”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Susan Johnson, Department of Political Science

**Karina Juarez Arredondo**
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing
“Utilizing Health Education Classes to Lessen the Lack of Knowledge Amongst Latino Parents: Community Education”
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Tammy Hall, School of Nursing

**Sarah Korb**
Disciplinary Honors in Biochemistry
“Cascade Synthesis of Enantioenriched Lactones and Novel Ring Expansion of Oxazetidines”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Kimberly Petersen, Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry

**Jill Kroll**
Disciplinary Honors in History
“Creating a Martial Race: The Scottish Highlander and the Influences that Contributed to a Lasting Identity”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Jill Bender, Department of History
Jessica Linn
Disciplinary Honors in Anthropology
“The Intersection of Material Culture and Mortality: Assessing Ethnic and Social Differentiation in the Tombs of Yaracachi Cemetery, Peru”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Charles Egeland, Department of Anthropology

Delphine Lopez
Disciplinary Honors in Social Work
“Making Exceptional Children’s Services Accessible to All Students and Families: Working to Fix a Broken System”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Daniel Rhodes, Department of Social Work

Brad Lowry
Disciplinary Honors in Art
“Don’t Touch that Button”
Faculty Mentor: Prof Rodgers Dameron, School of Art

Jocelyn Marshall
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing
“Exploring the correlation between Postpartum Mood Disorders and Breastfeeding: Are there any interventions?”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Lisa Anders, School of Nursing

Matteo Marshall
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing
“Examining Circadian and Stress Response Systems in Perinatal Depression”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Crystal Epstein, School of Nursing

Lydia Pate
Disciplinary Honors in Dance
“The UNCG Ballet Company”
Faculty Mentor: Chelsea Hilding, School of Dance

Jeffrey Payton
Disciplinary Honors in Theatre
“Exploring Banquo”
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Jim Wren, School of Theatre

Grace Polin
Disciplinary Honors in Interior Architecture
“Outdoor area for Middle School Project”
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Travis Hicks, Department of Interior Architecture

Victoria Puryear
Disciplinary Honors in Interior Architecture
“Birthing Centers Design & Their Impact on African American Mothers”
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Asha Kutty, Department of Interior Architecture

Amber Resendez
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing
“ALS and Interventions that Promote Quality of Life”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Sandra Yamane, School of Nursing

Zoe Rossouw
Disciplinary Honors in Theatre
“Lisa Se Klavier- A Play in One Act”
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Natalie Blackman, School of Theatre

Kayla Ryals
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing
“Toxic Stress in the Pediatric Population”
Faculty Mentor: Kay Cowen, School of Nursing

Madison Saleeby
Disciplinary Honors in Speech Pathology and Audiology
“Cochlear Implants and Sound Perception”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Denise Tucker, Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders

Marina Sanders
Disciplinary Honors in Sociology
“LGBTQ+ Movies from Legalization of Marriage to Now.”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Arielle Kuperberg, Department of Sociology
Disciplinary Honors

Skylar Scearce
Faculty Mentor: Professor Sena Crutchley, Dr. Jessica Obermeyer, Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders

Sophie Shahan
Disciplinary Honors in Theatre
“Costume Designing UNCG Theatre’s Spring 2024 Production of Tartuffe”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Clare Parker, School of Theatre

Logan Sherrill
Disciplinary Honors in History
“The Life and Writings of Hamza al-Isfahānī in Context: An Attempt at a Brief Biography”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. A. Asa Eger, Department of History

Jameika Smith
Disciplinary Honors in Sociology
“The War on Drugs and Mass Incarceration”
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Daniel Huebner, Department of Sociology

Mercy Som-Pimpong
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing
“The Effect of Lower Socioeconomic Status on Pregnant Women and Births”
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Tammy Hall, School of Nursing

Nicholson Sprinkle
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing
“ACLS simulation and student self-efficacy: A scaffolded approach”
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Deb Stanford, Dr. Vicky Yeh, & Dr. Thomas McCoy, School of Nursing

Tiffany Stephens
Disciplinary Honors in Classical Studies
“Ceramic Lamps from the Insula of the Menander: a window into local pottery production and consumption habits”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Robyn Le Blanc, Department of Classical Studies

Canaan Strickland
Disciplinary Honors in Psychology
“The Role of Rural Religiosity in Predicting Help-Seeking Attitudes”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Kari Eddington, Department of Psychology

Tiffany Tan
Disciplinary Honors in Psychology
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Michaeline Jensen, Department of Psychology

Amara Varney
Disciplinary Honors in Communication Studies
“Communication and Conflict Amongst Different Races”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Jenni Simon, Department of Communication Studies

Jennifer Visser
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing
“The Art of Letting Go: A Journey Through Grief and Loss”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Sandra Yamane and Prof. Gabriel Montague, School of Nursing

Eric Whisnant
Disciplinary Honors in Biology
“Evaluating the effectiveness of Pyrrococcus furiosus peroxiredoxin (Prx) transgene insertion to model Nicotiana benthamiana for enhancement of drought and salt stress tolerance”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Ayalew Ligaba Osena, Department of Biology

Emma Wienecke
Disciplinary Honors in Social Work
“An Inquiry into the Risk Factors Affecting Foster Care Children: Finding Safe Homes”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Beth Webb, Department of Social Work

Katherine Wyrick
Disciplinary Honors in English
“Eliot’s Call for Surrender in The Waste Land”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Anthony Cuda, Department of English

Anna Zuiker
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing
Faculty Mentor: Prof Sarah Apel, School of Nursing
Recognitions and Honors
Full University Honors

Janasia Clark
Full University Honors in Interior Architecture
“Neurodivergence in Education”
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Travis Hicks, Department of Interior Architecture

Anna Colvin
Full University Honors in Theatre
““Deep Down Under” A Play by Anna Colvin”
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Jim Wren, School of Theatre

Fernando Cuevas
Full University Honors in Nursing
“The Nursing Role in Creating a Safe Space for LGBTQIA+ Youth in the Acute Setting”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Colleen McGovern, School of Nursing

Meet Doshi
Full University Honors in Political Science
“Reframing Nietzsche: The Will to Power and Ego”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Patrick Giamario, Department of Political Science

Maegan Deana Ferguson
Full University Honors in Anthropology
“Sex and Rank Effects on Affiliative and Agonistic Interactions in a Zoo-Housed Community of Chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes).”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Charles Egeland, Department of Anthropology

Aaron Goldman
Full University Honors in Psychology
“The Influence of Fake News Reminders and Source Credibility on the Belief in Fake News”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Christopher Wahlheim, Department of Psychology

Victoria Jones
Full University Honors in Kinesiology
“Promoting Therapeutic Exercises Through Active Video Gaming”
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Karen Poole, Department of Kinesiology

Johannes Kändler
Full University Honors in Mathematics
“Exploring the interaction of nonlinear diffusion, nonlinear reaction, and nonlinear boundary conditions on population persistence in an ecology model”
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Ratnasingham Shivaji, Department of Mathematics and Statistics

Clara Kennedy
Full University Honors in Dance
“Abacus”
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Janet Lily, School of Dance

Annabelle Kizer
Full University Honors in Studio Art
“The Children of Nightmare”
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Christopher Cassidy, School of Art

Elena Nealson
Full University Honors in Community and Therapeutic Recreation
“A Case For The Use Of Recreational Therapists As Embedded Related Service Providers And Educational Institutions Accompanied By A Physical Model And Write Up Of An Inclusive Classroom As Structured By A Recreational Therapist”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Brent Wolfe, Department of Community and Therapeutic Recreation

Colby Shelton
Full University Honors in Classical Studies
“A Propagandistic Revolution: The Analytical study of Trajan’s Coinage of Dacia and Parthia”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Robyn Le Blanc, Department of Classical Studies

Chloe Siegel
Full University Honors in Political Science
“The European Union and the Russian-Ukrainian War”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Willaim Crowther, Department of Political Science

Lukas Tucker
Full University Honors in History
““Lesbian Recruitment Camp”: A Queer Celebration and History of the Largest Girls’ Organization in the United States”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Mandy L. Cooper, Department of History
Recognition and Honors
Full University Honors

Mauriah Turner
Full University Honors in English
“Black Voices in Fantasy: Redefining Identity, Representation, and Feminism”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Risa Applegarth, Department of English

Hannah Ward
Full University Honors in English, Secondary Education
“The Shoemaker”
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Jessie Van Rheenen, Department of English

Chloe Wilson
Full University Honors in Psychology
“The Impact of Psychological Distancing on Moral Reasoning Development in Young Children”
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Jessica Caporaso, Department of Psychology

Senior University Marshals
Karina Juarez Arredondo
Yessica Arzate
Michelle Terron Azamar
Michael Britt
Isai De La Barrera-Ch
Zoie Chambers
Maggie Collins
Ian Davidson
Greta Doedderlein
Nayelin Fernandez
Melissa Espinoza Flores
Stevie Fowler
Liliana Guevara-Guerrero
Taylor Horton
Mia Jackson
Austin Moffitt
Brittany Onwuagba
Lydia Pate
Mya Phifer
Catalina Reyes
Valentina Reyes
Sabrina Scott
Rachel Tang
Ai’Yonna Williams
Gabriella Wilson
Madeline Winning
Katherine Wyrick
Recognitions and Honors
Scholarship Awards

50th Class Reunion Merit Award
Bella D. Brown
Siena Stevens

Alumni Scholarship
Jacob Sean Gordon
Walter Sayre Higginbotham
Luke Allen Holmes
Haven Leigh McPeek
Mauriah Simone Turner

Bank of America Scholarship
Yan Patrick Siqueira Da Cunha

Kathleen Price & Joseph M. Bryan Scholarship
Alexander Joshua Moreno
Elanor Allene Morris
Vanessa Sanderson
Shanti Sophia Singthong
Yan Patrick Siqueira Da Cunha
Michaela M. Williams

Ethel Virginia Butler Centennial Scholarship
Gernajah Nyshea Knight
Sarah Michelle Korb
Audrey Grace Lemonds
Teresa Grace McAndrew
Andrew James McGinniss
Madelyn Nicole McQuaigue
Jossie Janet Pedraza
William Aaron Quinn
Ellyn Adaire Rebein
Riley L. Rekuc
Morgan Wheeler
Tinashe Alexis Williams

Carolyn Bason Long Scholarship
Amabel R. Duffy
Kayli Nicole Hill
Marissa Nicole McGraw
Hannah G. Ward

Carrie D. Ponder ’58 Merit Scholarship
Madison Noel Anne Styer

Class of 1942 Centennial Scholarship
Addie Sue Fields

Class of 1951 Scholarship
Chloe Elise Lausell
Recognitions and Honors
Scholarship Awards

Class of 1955 Scholarship
Peter Asher de la Torre
Arizona Mae Poole

Class of 1970 Scholarship
Cady Elizabeth Robison

Community College President's Scholarship
Amanda Kay Clabaugh
Su Song Farris
Christopher G. Hurley
Ayah Riyadh Ibrahim
Destinee’ J. Lee
Rachel Hana Levy
Faith Lynnette Paschal

Corinne Sussman Segal Scholarship
Mary E. Mccaskill

E.K. & M.R. Lamy Scholarship
Bronwyn Cady Weikert
Madeline Kaye Williams

James S. And Frances C. Ferguson Scholarship
Allison Elizabeth Appel
Molly Reese Oldham

Fisher Centennial Merit Award
Jeronimo Manuel Cruz-Reyes
Randall James Hudson
Shelby Brooke Starr

Hazel N. Brown Scholarship
Cortney Yaa Gyankomah Agyemang

Jaylee M. Mead Scholarship
Cali Elizabeth Williams

Jefferson-Pilot Scholarship
Michael Wesley Britt
Tamira Elizabeth Grace Weeks
Recognitions and Honors
Scholarship Awards

John & Winifred Reid Scholarship
Brendan David Banyai
Samantha G. Butcher
Hannah G. Ward

Elizabeth “Libby” Jones Scholarship
Johannes Kändler
Kennedy Grace Ninh
Casey S. Saul

Joyce Whitfield Williams Merit Scholarship
Hallie J. Norman
Emily Ann Wanamaker

Claudia Buchdahl Kadis Scholarship
Madeline Kaye Williams
Jack Patrick Lange

Marble Merit Scholarship
Kayla Faith Heartley

Martha F. McNair Scholarship
Randall James Hudson

May Donoho Scholarship
Adriene Renee Lock
Aubri Angelese Womble

Katherine Smith Reynolds Scholarship
Aaron C. Goldman
Kayla Faith Heartley
Elena Rose Nealsong
Alec R. Ressler
Chloe J. Siegel
Rachel Meichen Tang
Recognitions and Honors
Scholarship Awards
The L. Richardson and Emily Preyer Scholarship
Noah Brabble

Ruth Butler Bailey Scholarship
Abbey Elizabeth Stout

Integrative Community Studies Certificate
Morgan Ashley Adams
Samuel Francis Antkowiak
Aliyah A Burnette
Seth B Novak
Elizabeth Grayson Sechrest
This program was compiled and published by the Commencement Event Manager. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this program’s content. Any omissions or errors are unintentional.